The cyclotomic function field theory has been remarkably developed since last decade. Let r = p', A b 1, K = ff,(t). In 1974, Hayes [4] constructed explicitly the finite abelian extension K(A,-) of K for each manic polynomialfE IF, [t] , and then he constructed all finite abelian extension of K via class field theory. K(/1,) is called cyclotomic function field.
From now on let f be a prime (which means an irreducible manic polynomial) in E, [r] . In 1981, Galovich and Rosen [l] got the analystic formula for A,+ (the class number of the maximal "real" subfield of K(Af)) and h; (the relative class number of IT(+). In 1982, Goss [2] obtained analogies of Kummer and Herbrand theorems. Goss defined recursively the polynomials B(n) E lF,[t] as follows (let .s = r -I):
as an analogy of a Kummer's result, Goss proved that (d = deg f) n B(i). (3) We call a prime f E LF,[t] irregular of first or second class if both sides of (2) or (3) held, respectively. For r = p > 2 Goss [2] proved that there exist infinitely many irregular primes of first class in lF, [t] . In present note I will prove the following theorem. Goss proved Theorem (1) for r = p by using some results in [S] , where Thomas obtained a rather simple expression for deg l(n), a necessary and sufficient condition for b(n) = 1, and some connection between b(n) and the polynomial r,, (for the definition of r, see Sect. 2). Goss [2] predicted that the Thomas' results would be generalized in some modified form. The Thomas' results are partially generalized in Section 2, and then the abovementioned theorem is proved in Section 3.
SOME PROPERTIES ON P(n)
Let r = p' (p is a prime number and A >, 1 ), s = r -1. For the p-adic expansion of a positive integer n n=a,+a,p+ ... +a,p', Oda,dp-1,
we define Proof It is easy to see from the definition that (i) g(n) = n (mods). Therefore g"'(n) =n (mods) for all I3 1. (ii) l<g(n)<n for n>s; g(n)=n for 16nds.
From (i) and (ii) we know that for any n 3 1 we have N = N(n) such that 1 6 g"'(n) <s for all I> N, and gCN'(n) = gCNf l'(n) = .... If s 1 n, then g")(n) =n r0 (mods). Thus g"'(n) =s for all 12 N. The inverse is obviously true since g"'(n) = s implies n = g"'(n) = 0 (mod s). LEMMA 2. I'n> 1, I,(n)dp-1 (O<idi-1), then P(n)= 1. Remark. The inverse of Lemma 2 is not true. I do not have a simple, necessary, and sufficient condition for j?(n) = 1. More generally, let n > 0, m be the least integer such that 1 <m < n, s 1 m and p j (;). We define p(n) = n -m if there exists such m, p(n) = 0 otherwise. Let #l'(n) = p(n), p")(rr) = P(P "-'j(n)). Thomas proved that deg /I(n) = xi,, p"'(n) for Y = p. But this is not true for r = p' with R, 2 2. For example, let Y = Z2, s = 3, n = 2 + 23 + 25 + 26 + 2*, then p(n) = 26 + 2*, p'*)(n) = 0, and xi, i p"'(n) = 26 + 2*, but deg b(n) = (23 + 2'+ 2*) + 25 > xi, i p"'(n). I do not have a simple expression for deg P(n). Anyway, Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are enough for our main god here to prove the theorem.
Before proving the theorem, let us generalize another result of Thomas [S] which concerns with the connection between /I(n) and rn. Let
For the r-adic expansion of PI = a, + a, Y + ... + a,r', the polynomial r, E ff, [t] is defined by
For n=(m+l)r-l=(r-l)+mr, Odm<s, then 1" =Dr-'Dy= n 0 (t' -t)". =l-(f-t)"=l-r,.
COROLLARY 2. I'f 1 < k <s/2, then p((2k + 1) r -1) = ( 1 -r,,)( 1 + r,,).
Proolf: By Corollaryl, /?((2k+1)r-1)=1-(t'-t)2k=(1-(tr-tjk) (l+(t'-t)k)=(l-rkr)(l+rkr).
Remark.
For the case of r = p, these two corollaries are Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 in Thomas (IS]. Since e>da2, it is easy to see that (re-l)j,n=rdl+l-rdl+r-l. Thus 1 di<r'-2 and i=n=s(r d1 + ') = 0 (mod s), i.e., s I i. From Lemma 3 we get 0 E /I(n) = b(i) (mod f), i.e., f 1 /I(i). Therefore, f is irregular of second class and deg f= e > d. This completes the proof of the theorem.
